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Abstract 
A reasonable future for Europe can only be achieved if two essential elements are fulfilled: 
Firstly, newly established institutions must be democratic and have strong support from citizens 
rather than from national governments. Secondly, the large number of different ethnic, cultural, 
religious, and regional units existing on the European continent must be able to maintain their 
identity. This diversity must be institutionally supported rather than be undermined by 
standardization and centralization. We suggest political institutions, which are formed to meet 
these goals, following the example of Functional, Overlapping, Competing Jurisdictions 
(FOCJ). If these two goals are adequately reached, a future alliance raises the identification with 
the European project, and induces citizens to exhibit civic virtue in strengthening these goals. 
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I. Towards a Democratic and Diverse Europe 

The requirements of democratic, flexible political institutions caring for diversity can be reached by 

restructuring Europe according to political issues and problems to be solved, rather than according to 

historically (and often accidentally) composed national units. New jurisdictions with taxing power are 

to be formed by citizens, communes, regions, and only in a few cases also by nations. These new 

political units must be democratic; the citizens must be able to have a strong say on how the problems 

are taken up and solved (possibly via popular initiatives and referenda)1. They experience that issues 

relevant to them are indeed taken up by politicians and the public administration, that their preferences 

are taken into account or that they can organize themselves to handle political issues by their own. In 

turn, the possibility to address problems and strong democratic participation rights will activate 

citizens, create identification and a sense of belonging. In particular, they can form jurisdictions 

focusing on, and strengthening their various local, regional, or cultural identities. A Flexible 

Democracy seems to us the most adequate answer for the set up for a future European Alliance.  

II. The European Union of Nation States

Despite the fact that European units have existed for 60 years, first in the form of the European Coal 

and Steal Community, then the European Economic Community and finally the European Union, 

citizens’ identification and trust has been rather weak. Despite the small recent increases in trust levels, 

overall trust has decreased over time. 

One of the longest time series concerning the identification and trust in European institutions provided 

by the European Statistical Office (Eurostat) is “Trust in the European Commission” (see Figure 1). As 

may well be seen, the share of European citizens having trust in the European Commission drops 

considerably from 53 % to 46 % between 1993 and 2018, i.e. by seven percentage points. In contrast, 

the share of citizens not having trust has increased from 25 % to 39 %, i.e. by fourteen percentage 

points. 

1 This is the concept of FOCJ – Functional, Overlapping, Competing Jurisdictions, as developed in the 
book by Frey and Eichenberger (1999), as well as in a number of earlier articles by Frey (e.g. 1996). 
Our contribution does not describe and expound the idea yet another time but deals with new issues 
confronted by the existing unification attempts within the European Union (see e.g. the president of the 
EU-Commission Junker and the French president Macron).	  
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A similar development holds for the European Parliament: trust in the European Parliament by 

European citizens dropped from 54 % in 1993 to 50 % in 2018, i.e. by four percentage points; and the 

share of European Citizens not trusting the European Parliament increased from 24 % to 39 %, i.e. by 

fifteen percentage points.  

 

Source: Eurobarometer 2018	  

Source: Eurobarometer 2018	  

Figure 1: Trust in the European Commission (1993-2018)	  

Figure 2: Trust in the European Parliament (1993-2018)	  
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Time series data for trust in the European Union, Central Bank, European Commission and the 

European Parliament combined is, however, only available starting form 2005. Figure 3 displays a 

significant drop in trust for all four major EU institutions.  

 

Besides the reported trust in European institutions, a large survey undertaken in 2016 on identification 

of citizens with territories can inform our analysis. According to “Generation What?”, European 

citizens identify little with Europe and significantly more with their own city and region, with their 

own country (nation) and with the world as a whole. Table 1 reveals the respective figures for Europe 

as a whole, Germany, France and Italy. 

 

 

 

 

The empirical data presented above show both low trust in European institutions and low identification 

with Europe. We assume that these findings are strongly related to the political regime existing in the 

European Union. National governments as main operators in the politics of the EU are at the core of 

the problem; they are neither helpful to support identification with Europe nor to create trust in EU 

institutions. Many scholars have pointed out how the mainly inter-governmental structure of decision 

Source:  
Consortium of Trust Research – Pathways to Political Trust (CONTRE), 2015

Figure 3: Trust in major European Institutions	  

Table 1: Do you feel you are most acutely part of …? 

…own city and
region … own country …Europe …World Number 

surveyed 

Germany 38% 24% 12% 26% 122 000 

France 27% 32% 8% 32% 60 000 

Italy 28% 26% 13% 33% 81 000 

Europe (all) 32% 32% 11% 26% 504 000 

Source: “Generation What?”, Abschlussbericht 2016 
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making in the EU is confronted with a “democracy deficit” (e.g. Follesdal and Hix 2006. Citizens have 

little potential to become politically involved, while the competences of Brussels institution are step by 

step further enlarged. 

From the very beginning, European unification has been based on nations as the acting units. There are 

only weak attempts to consider other actors such as regions. Their influence on the course of the 

European project is minute, most importantly as the European regions have no relevant taxing power. 

This means that their activities are dictated from the EU politicians and administration in Brussels. 

As long as the European project was mainly focused on establishing free trade, the role of nations was 

of little importance because free trade means that the national borders with respect to the mobility of 

goods, services, capital and labor are overcome. The situation became quite different when the goal 

switched to political unification. Nations were the dominant, and only actors. Indeed, solely relying on 

national entities to advance the European project has been met with serious problems. We claim that 

the politico-institutional structure of the EU tends to crowd out identification and trust, due to deficient 

democratic participation rights and centralized structures. Empirical studies have shown that higher 

democratic participation rights increase identification, social capital, and civic virtues2; citizens feel 

recognized, heard and taken seriously (Frey, Stutzer and Benz 2001). The “democracy deficit” in the 

EU creates adverse conditions. Furthermore, Europe is a colorful continent with a multitude of 

cultures, ethnicities, religions, languages and customs, which cannot be represented in a centralized 

political structure. 

We therefore conclude that it is unwarranted to push the European project solely by nations, inter-

governmentalism and a weak European Parliament. Rather, nations should increasingly lose 

importance, making way for a more flexible democratic regime, which allows for a decentralized 

organization of political issues. To rely on “Country Clubs”, which are set up between different 

nations, has serious limits in both respects: they are likely to be little democratic, and they undermine 

the desire for diversity and plurality as essential elements of Europe. 

III. New European Actors

The issue and problem-orientated jurisdictions suggested by us – we call them Functional, 

Overlapping, Competing, Jurisdictions (FOCJ) (Frey and Eichenberger 1995, 1999) – rely on a 

multitude of actors and certainly are not confined to nations. We suggest that citizens are given the 

possibility to address public issues from below and may establish new jurisdictions catering to these 

problems. The same applies to communes, regional units and in very limited cases countries. What 

actor is best suited depends on many conditions, the most important being the territorial extension of a 

2 For further research on the effects of stronger democratic participation on civic virtues and trust see 
Frey (1997). 	  
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given issue3. Thus, it is very much in the European spirit if communes on opposite sides of a national 

frontier establish a jurisdiction in order to deal with issues with which they are directly confronted (e.g. 

management of a river or lake). No higher level political unit, such as Bundesländer or provinces, and 

in particular national states or the European Union itself should have the right to interfere or block 

these co-operations.  

 

The new functionally orientated jurisdictions can be introduced step by step by enabling flexible 

democratic structures firstly in only a few fields and keeping the old institutions as fallback4 options 

(Eichenberger and Frey 2006). The institutional design must guarantee that actors below nations are 

ably to establish jurisdictions catering to specific problems, say schooling, roads, water, electricity, 

noise abatement or security. 

 

 

IV. Possible Counterarguments 

 

The new jurisdictions proposed here are quite unconventional and therefore likely to be considered 

impossible to achieve, or undesirable compared to the present political situation, including country 

clubs.  

 

Four problems should be seriously considered: 

 

(1) It may be argued that the establishment of problem-orientated jurisdictions is complicated, 

especially as there will be a large number of them. 
 

This argument may be directed to citizens each of whom will be a member of various such 

new jurisdictions. This is in sharp contrast to today’s situation in which citizens vote for 

parliamentary representatives who decide about all issues. However, with respect to the new 

jurisdictions, the citizens find it much easier to inform themselves, and to take a decision 

because each one is dealing with one issue only (say, whether to build a bridge or to fund a 

theatre). This corresponds to the situation in direct democracies where the citizens are able to 

decide about specific issues of content. Moreover, parties and interest groups will also supply 

information and advise the citizens how to decide. The citizens also find it easier to monitor 

and control the politicians, as their activity is restricted to one particular area so that the scope 

of responsibility is well established.  

 

The argument of increased complexity may also affect politicians. However, their task tends 

to become less complicated because the unbundling of tasks allows them to concentrate on 

one particular issue. Experts may help them in the specific areas. Experts are persons who are 
                                                
3 The idea draws on the classical principles of fiscal equivalence by Olson (1969). And furthermore 
draws on the Decentralization Theorem by Oates (1972).	  
4 For further explanation see section Vl.	  
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knowledgeable in one particular field (say water supply), and whose advice is necessary and 

welcome.  

It may be argued that the task becomes much more difficult for the public administration 

which has to cope with a large number of new jurisdictions. This argument is not convincing 

because each jurisdiction will have a staff of its own well versed in the particular area. 

Moreover, as the new jurisdictions are based on formal contracts, new digital technologies, 

like block-chain technology, may help to overcome the problems created by the larger number 

of jurisdictions. 

(2) It may be thought that the unbundling of the public sector according to functions undermines 

the sense of belonging, or people’s identity. There is no longer one political entity 

encompassing all political aspects. This argument is not convincing because citizens may 

establish jurisdictions especially catering for aspects of identity (or “Heimat”) providing, for 

example, education in traditional crafts, specific cultural events, etc. This is another area 

where there need not necessarily be a public institution, which tends to create standardized 

solutions, but where specific societies are able to provide diverse offers. In contrast to the 

existing regime, Flexible Democracy allows people to create institutions matching their 

identity. 

(3) The unbundling or splitting up of political functions into separate jurisdictions may be 

claimed to disregard the interdependencies between the various functions. This is certainly an 

important issue to be considered. The various political areas must link up with each other in a 

reasonable way. Thus, for instance, public transport must be adapted to the organization of 

education, in particular that pupils and students can easily reach the location of the schools.  

This problem exists also today. There is no administration covering all functions in the same 

unit; it would be far too large to be efficient. To take up the previous example, the school 

administration is a quite separate unit from the traffic authority. Already today, 

interdependencies must be solved by negotiating between the public units. If no agreement is 

reached, there must be mechanisms to overcome the conflicts. This may be undertaken by a 

third party with a meta-perspective. The same holds for the jurisdictions organized along 

functional jurisdictions. It must be admitted that the negotiations may be more cumbersome 

because the jurisdictions organized along functions are more independent than individual 

departments in a traditional public administration. This can be considered a disadvantage of 

the new kind of jurisdictions. There is indeed a trade-off. The functionally organized 

jurisdictions are better able to take into account the preferences of the citizens, and are more 

efficient in putting them into action because the citizens are able to control them more tightly. 

This advantage must be weighted against the possibly higher cost of dealing with the 

interdependencies between areas.  
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(4) Citizens may free ride in the case of public goods. A case in point is an educational 

jurisdiction formed by citizens without children. They are able to reduce the tax rate to nil, as 

they have no expenditures to carry. In that case there must be a superior rule determining that, 

say, the average tax for schools must be raised and distributed to the other jurisdictions 

actually providing education.  
 

In some cases a different, and more efficient solution may be possible. Take the case of an 

opera house to be financed by a local community. For this purpose, a specific jurisdiction may 

be formed which raises the necessary taxes. All opera house visitors not belonging to the 

respective jurisdiction must pay a full price covering all costs they produce. In contrast, the 

members of the jurisdiction running the opera house get a (large) discount. 

 

 

V. Historical Experiences 
 

The issue-orientated jurisdictions here proposed may at first sight appear to be outlandish, and 

impossible to institute in a future Europe. But such a view overlooks the fact that democratic single-

issue jurisdictions with taxing power exist in variations today and have historical precursors.  
 

For example the political system of Switzerland is characterized by a great variety of different political 

institutions and strong direct democratic participations rights in all three levels of jurisdiction (Linder 

2017). In addition to 26 cantons, the small country with roughly 8 million citizens organizes political 

issues in approximately 8000 communes (Frey 1997). The most important of these are political 

communes (2940), which are similar to traditional federal political units with defined territorial 

extension and a fixed bundle of political tasks. Nevertheless, political communes possess significant 

autonomy and levy their own taxes, which vary substantially between communes. Furthermore, various 

forms of direct democratic participation institutions exist. However, in addition to these traditional 

forms of communes, there are several thousand further political jurisdictions, which deal with specific 

political tasks. There are citizen communes (1519), school communes (516), church communes (2555), 

corporations (309), fractions (78) and civil communes (73) (ibid). Several of them are task specific and 

most of them display a different territorial expansion then political communes and cantons. 

Furthermore, in Switzerland there exits a rising number of associations of communes (Zweck- und 

Gemeindeverbände), which solve specific public tasks like sewage systems, hospitals and nursing 

homes in the territorial expansion that are taken to be economically efficient.  

 

A number of studies shows that this distinct and highly diversified form of federalism as well as strong 

direct democratic participation reduces government expenditure and increases performance (e.g. Feld 

and Schaltegger 2017)5.  

                                                
5 The authors investigate in their comprehensive work the economic, political and societal performance 
of the Swiss competitive federalism. They find that the highly decentralized federalist structure tends to 
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In the United States of America about 39,000 special districts organize mostly specific political 

functions. The most common fields are natural resources, fire protection, water supply, housing, 

sewerage, cemeteries, libraries, parks and recreation, highways, hospitals, airports, electric power or 

gas supply, or public transit (Hooghe and Marks 2003). These jurisdictions are created by legislative 

action, court decision or public referendum. The formation and supervision however lies on some level 

of government and must conform state law. Rights to taxation can in some cases be delegated to the 

special district administration. The overall number of special districts rose in the last 65 years threefold 

from 12,340 in 1952 to approximately 39,000 today (ibid). In contrast to the Swiss communes, the 

special purpose districts often lack democratic accountability and have a reputation of being a tool to 

establish undemocratic coalitions among politicians and public officials.  

Another example of decentralized political organization is the concept of National Cultural Autonomy6. 

The concept seeks to reduce ethnic conflict in modern democracies by allowing different ethnicities 

living in one society to set up their own jurisdictions for their cultural issues. Citizens can unite and set 

up their own cultural political body and within it organize their own schools and cultural activities 

(Nimni 2004). In Estonia between 1925 and 1940, the Law for National Cultural Autonomy was the 

first to introduce this concept. It paved the way for the German and the Jewish minority to organize 

schools and culture specific activities in their own political jurisdictions7. In the case of National 

Cultural Autonomy the political jurisdictions are overlapping; anywhere in Estonia, citizens could 

freely decide whether they wanted to be part of German, the Jewish or the general Estonian “nation”. 

Thus, task specific jurisdictions existed side by side on the same territory and enabled to protect 

minority rights and a culturally diverse society.  

Another example can be provided by German cooperatives. These cooperatives have set up their own 

regulatory framework, enforce it with their own coop-oversight associations and constantly further 

develop their contents. This is the reason why the state-driven financial oversight authorities in 

Germany (Bafin) refrain from overseeing the coops’ activities, although they do financial investments: 

the law that is putting many restrictions on normal companies when they take on small investors, is not 

relevant for coops. Only in the case when coop-oversight associations are not able to prevent scandals, 

the Bafin will get active. Furthermore, it is practice that coop-supervisors notify the Bafin if they 

observe infringements by their members. 

VI. Step-wise introduction of Flexible Democratic Units

have a positive influence on economic performance, public debt, the quality of public services, 
innovation, technical efficiency, social capital and tax morale  (Feld et al. 2017, 292 et seq.). 	  
6 For the first conceptualization of the political concept see Renner (1899)	  
7 The concept of National Cultural Autonomy was partly implemented in several post-soviet states 
without significant success. However, scholars argue that the deficiencies are mainly to be attributed to 
incomplete legal introduction of the concept. See Nimni (2007).	  
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The current political regime in the EU is highly complex and the relationships between various 

political actors are sophisticated. Therefore, a full blown reshuffling of the political system in the 

direction of a Flexible Democracy does not seem reasonable. However, flexible and issue-based 

political entities that provide public service or even provide alternative regulation can very well be 

introduced step-wise and bottom up. But what happens if citizens or other actors try to establish a 

flexible political unit (or FOCJ) that deals with issues that the EU or nation state has already dealt 

with? In this case the bottom-up entity should have the right to prove over a certain period that it can 

do the task of regulation or public service provision as good as the original national or EU solution. 

Only if it proofs to not work the „old“ still exiting regulations and mechanisms would kick in as 

fallback law. One could imagine a growing number of non-profit banks and investment funds that 

focus on creating a positive social and environmental impact (impact investing) would want to opt-out 

of the tight bank regulations that have been created for profit-seeking banks. Instead they could 

propose an own regulatory framework, which better suits their purposes and is more flexible. It would 

be not country specific but industry-, region-, or task-specific. In these cases the EU should grant a fifth 

freedom: the freedom of political association and self-management.  This freedom would also enable 

different solutions that can achieve the original aim of a EU regulation, but uses other means. As long 

as the actors that propose new entities for public services or regulation can show that they are not 

producing more harm but that they can control the potential malicious behaviors of actors much more 

effectively than the EU-wide one-size fits all regulation, they should be left free to choose their own 

ways. Only if it can be proven that they cannot prevent harm, the EU-wide regulation would kick in as 

„fallback“ law.  

 

FOCJ add an innovative concept of public good provision and regulation that would respect the 

diversity of Europe and allow solving problems that the EU and nation states currently try to solve by 

central regulation.  

 

 

VII.  Conclusions 

 

Flexible Democracy proposed here fulfills the requirements for a multi-speed and multi-tier regime in 

an extreme way. Multi-speed is fulfilled because every actor – may it be individuals, communes, 

regions, and countries – can decide at what moment of time to set up, enter and possibly exit a newly 

emerging jurisdiction devoted to a particular problem or area. Our proposal is an extreme fulfillment of 

a multi-tier institutional setting, as the political activity is organized according to functions in various 

individual political bodies. The multi-tier setting here favored, however, is explicitly not confined to 

nations as actors, i.e. we do not advocate “country clubs”. Mere cooperation between nations, which 

we face in the current political regimen in the EU, does not serve for bottom up cooperation and a 

diverse Europe. We propose a Flexible Democracy consisting of a multitude of differently sized 

political institutions, which may serve best in establishing a future alliance for Europe. It is especially 

emphasized, that trust and identification with politics can be fostered through strong democratic 

participation rights and is therefore a core element in the proposed bouquet of political entities. 
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Furthermore, a more decentralized and flexible set up of the European political system rather keeps and 

strengthens the diversity of Europe, than narrowing it down through central institutions. It allows for 

flexible and selective cooperation.  

The proposal also discusses four major objections to the concept of Flexible Democracy and the 

political diversification, and provides first counter arguments. Furthermore, historical examples of 

flexible and decentralized democratic institutions are depicted. Finally, an introduction scenario of a 

Flexible Democracy for Europe is investigated, which relies on the idea of gradual introduction 

through fallback laws.  

The development of the European integration manifesting in the EEC and later in the EU shows that a 

future Europe composed of nations does not fulfill the essential goals of citizens participation and does 

not bring to fruit the immense cultural, political and social diversity defining Europe. Our concept of a 

Flexible Democracy for Europa is designed to meet these requirements.  
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